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A LOST SATELLITE SPOTTED BY ANOTHER

If anyone has taken time to look at the full Moon as it is rising
or setting over the horizon they will have noticed that it usually
looks exceptionally large. This is a well know optical illusion.
Our eyes play a trick on us because our brain cannot compute
the size and distance of the Moon compared to the objects on
the horizon. As a consequence we subconsciously try to
compare the size of the Moon to the apparently small trees,
buildings and other known objects in the distance.
We can conduct a simple experiment to test this illusion and
make sure the Moon is not bigger when it is rising. The Moon
always looks deceptively larger than it actually is. When asked
to guess the size of coin (5p, 1p, 20p, £1, 10p or £2) that will
just cover the full Moon when held at arm’s length, most people
will say £2 or something larger. In fact a smaller object like the
un-sharpened end of a pencil will do it. So our experiment is to
just cover the Moon when it is low and looking large then try
again when the Moon is higher and looking smaller. Not
surprisingly the same object will cover Moon at both locations.
Having discussed this odd illusion the reality is the Moon does
at times appear larger or smaller. This is because the orbit of
the Moon around Earth is not circular but elliptical. The
minimum distance to the Moon can be between 354,600 and
370,400 kilometres at its closest (perigee) but between 404,000
and 406,700 kilometres at its most distant (apogee). This
means the apparent size of the Moon can vary by up to 12%.

A massive European satellite the size of a bus that has mysteriously
stopped communicating with Earth has been spotted by another
satellite in orbit. The giant Envisat satellite which is the world's
largest imaging satellite for civilian use was photographed in
stunning detail by a French spacecraft. Ironically Envisat was also
designed to snap high-resolution images of Earth, officials with the
European Space Agency (ESA) reported on Friday 20th April.

ESA’s Envisat satellite image by the French Pleiades satellite
On 15 April, the French space agency CNES rotated the Pleiades
Earth Observation Satellite to capture this image of Envisat. At a
distance of about 100 km, Envisat’s main body, solar panel and
radar antenna were clearly visible.
The photo of Envisat in space reveals that the $2.9 billion spacecraft
is intact and that its large solar array is still deployed. Envisat is a
huge satellite that weighs about 8,000 kilograms. It is about 9
metres long and 5 metres wide, not counting the solar array. ESA
satellite operators lost contact with the 10-year-old Envisat on April
8th 2012 and have been trying to revive the spacecraft ever since.
As part of that rescue effort ESA officials asked their international
partners for aid in investigating the giant satellite's malfunction.
The French space agency CNES volunteered time with its new
Pleiades spacecraft to search for Envisat.

The maximum and minimum apparent size of the Moon
As the Moon rises over the eastern horizon at about 20:15 on
the 5th May the Moon will be exceptionally close just 354,600
kilometres away. This is the closest for 100 years in 1912 it
was also just about as close as it could get.

Like Envisat, Pleiades is an Earth-watching satellite designed to
snap high-resolution images of the planet. Pleiades was launched in
December 2011 and is designed for use by military and civilian
customers.

It is interesting to consider that the Moon is moving away from
Earth at a rate of 38mm every year. This could lead to us ask
ourselves two questions: First, if it is moving away how near
was it in the past? When the Moon was formed after Earth was
hit by another smaller planet 4.3 billion years ago it is thought
to have been at least seven times closer than the present. It
would therefore have appeared seven times larger in the sky.
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The second question might be: what will happen as the Moon
moves further away? The first noticeable effect will be: there
will be no more total eclipses as the Moon will appear too small
to completely cover the Sun’s disc. Another effect will be the
tides on Earth will not be so high.
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THE CONSELLATION OF VIRGO

The position of the ‘Virgo Cluster’ in Virgo and Leo
Astronomers often think of this time of year as being the time to As gravity began to pull the matter of the universe into huge
search out the many galaxies that are on view. The chart above ‘spider web’ like filaments the forming galaxies were drawn closer
and the ‘all sky’ chart on page 9 show the location of what is together. Within the fledgling galaxies vast clouds of Hydrogen
referred to as the Virgo Galaxy Cluster.
gas (mixed with a little Helium) was drawn by gravity into hot
The brighter galaxies are included in the Messier Catalogue and dense spheres and stars burst into life. These first stars were
are shown in the chart above but there are also many fainter massive compared to modern stars, being up to 300 times more
galaxies in the area. Although the cluster is known as the Virgo massive than our Sun. They burned fiercely and in just a few
cluster it does spread across into neighbouring Coma Berenices million years consumed their Hydrogen fuel and destroyed
and Leo. The constellation of Virgo is to the left of the chart themselves in titanic supernova explosions.
above and Leo to the right. The planet Saturn is also shown at In these explosions all the heavier elements we see around us today
the bottom left of the chart in Virgo and Mars is in Leo.
were created and blown out into the clouds of Hydrogen. They
There are two reasons why we see more clusters in this region were mixed in by the colossal shock waves from millions of
of the night sky. Firstly and quite obviously there is a nearby exploding giant stars. More stars formed in the clouds but these
cluster of galaxies there so there are more galaxies than were contaminated with the debris from the earlier exploding stars.
average. Secondly, from our vantage point in our own galaxy These later stars could not grow so large because of the heavier
the Milky Way, we are looking out of the top of the galactic elements mixed with the Hydrogen so they became smaller and
disc so there is less gas, dust and stars to obscure the faint lasted longer. It appears that there was not a chicken and egg
objects outside our galaxy. The chart on Page 9 shows the argument over whether stars formed before or after the galaxies,
position of the main disc structure of the Milky Way as it they appear to have developed in their own way at the same time.
crosses the sky from Canis Minor, up through the constellations When we look closely at galaxies we can see there are many
of Gemini, Auriga, Perseus, Cassiopeia and Cygnus.
different types and sizes so why are they different? Edwin Hubble
Now what are galaxies? They are vast clouds comprised of proposed a theory of galaxy development and devised a diagram
millions to billions of stars along with gas and dust. There is that linked the different types of galaxies in what is known as the
still much debate about the exact mechanism of how the ‘Tuning Fork’ diagram. See the following page.
galaxies formed but we do know for certain that they began to
In Hubble’s diagram the horizontal line prefixed with ‘E’ shows
form very soon after the universe was created in what is called
Elliptical Galaxies and the upper fork with the prefix ‘S’ Spiral
the ‘Big Bang’. Deep space images taken by the Hubble Space
Galaxies. The lower arm with prefixes ‘SB’ are spiral but with the
Telescope have revealed fully formed galaxies at distances of
spiral arms originating from a central bar, these are called Barred
12 billion light years. This means that when the light left those
Spiral Galaxies. Galaxies that have the characteristics of both
galaxies 12 billion years ago they looked much like the more
Elliptical and Spiral are classified as Type S0. The final group in
modern galaxies we see within just 100 million light years of
the middle of the fork are smaller Irregular Galaxies with no
our position in the universe.
specific shape.
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Edwin Hubble’s ‘Tuning Fork’ diagram of galaxy types
Spiral Galaxies have a suffix of a, b or c to define more tightly The smaller galaxy to the upper left of M51 passed very close to
wrapped spiral arms around the central ‘bulge’. Barred Spiral the larger galaxy a few million years ago. It is thought that the
Galaxies have a similar sub-classification. Elliptical galaxies gravity of the larger galaxy will pull the smaller galaxy back for a
have a numerical suffix from 0 to 7, with 0 being spherical number of ever closer passes until the two combine.
through to 7 being ‘cigar’ shaped.
Two of the brightest galaxies in the ‘Virgo Cluster’ are actually in
It is now thought that spiral galaxies grow by cannibalising Leo these are M65 and M66. On a good clear night in a dark
smaller irregular galaxies and often collide with other spiral location they can be seen using a 100mm aperture telescope.
galaxies to form larger spirals. When large spiral galaxies
collide they appear to form into larger Elliptical type galaxies.
Very large Elliptical Galaxies are often found in the centre of
galaxy clusters with spirals and irregulars orbiting around
them. We can see this happening in M51 ‘The Wirlpool’.

M51 in the constellation of Canis Venatici
M51 can be found using a larger telescope where it is located
just off the end of the ‘pan handle’ of Ursa Major (The
Plough).
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M65 and M66 in the constellation of Leo
Our galaxy the Milky Way was originally thought to be a spiral
galaxy but recent study results have indicated that it most likely is
a barred spiral. It is very difficult to determine the exact nature of
our galaxy because we are inside it. The latest information
suggests there may be 200 billion stars in it. The galaxies in the
Virgo cluster show examples of all the types with many
positioned at different angles. This allows us to study many
aspects of the nature of the galaxies.

SEEING SATELLITES
Most people are completely unaware that satellites can be seen at
any time when the sky is dark and clear. All that is needed is the
time to take a look around the night sky. Amongst the
background of ‘fixed’ stars we sometimes see one that appears to
be moving across the sky, this may be a satellite. However we
must be careful because there are many airliners high in the sky
especially in the main air corridors like we have across Southern
England. Luckily we can easily distinguish the planes because
they have flashing lights but satellites do not. A pair of
binoculars will greatly assist in distinguishing one from the other.
At any one time a keen observer may be able to pick out quite a
number of satellites moving through different parts of the sky.
They can be seen everywhere and moving in different directions
but one type can be distinguished from the others. These are the
Polar Orbiting Satellites that move in a north - south or south –
north direction and are mainly Global Surveying types. Using
this special orbit passing over the poles Earth rotates under the
orbit and allows the satellite to scan a different (north – south)
strip each orbit. Some of these satellites can survey the whole
Earth each day. Satellite orbits vary greatly and depend on the
original purpose of the satellite. Satellites are classified in a
number of ways. Well-known (overlapping) classes include low
Earth orbit, Polar orbit and Geostationary orbit.
In the context of spaceflight, a satellite is an object which has
been placed into orbit by humans. Such objects are sometimes
called artificial satellites to distinguish them from natural
satellites such as the Moon. Satellites are used for a large number
of purposes. Common types include military and civilian Earth
observation satellites, communications satellites, navigation
satellites, weather satellites, and research satellites. Space
stations and human spacecraft in orbit are also satellites.
The world's first artificial satellite, Sputnik 1, was launched by the
Soviet Union in 1957. This in turn triggered the Space Race
between the Soviet Union and the United States. Since then,
thousands of satellites have been launched into orbit around the
Earth. Some satellites, notably space stations, have been
launched in parts and assembled in orbit. Artificial satellites
originate from more than 50 countries and have used the satellite
launching capabilities of ten nations. A few hundred satellites are
currently operational but thousands of unused satellites and
satellite fragments orbit the Earth as space debris. A few space
probes have also been placed into orbit around other solar system
bodies and have become artificial satellites to the Moon, Mercury,
Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, and the Sun.
The easiest satellite to see is the International Space Station (ISS),
it is by far the largest and brightest satellite in orbit. The ISS
always moves from west to east but moves further south and north
so is not always visible from the UK. A very good website to find
out about the times and position where satellites will be visible is:
www.heavens-above.com. By signing up to the site the observing
site can be entered so the times and co-ordinates of any satellite
that can be seen from the location can be detailed.
Although, strictly speaking, satellites are not astronomic objects
they are interesting to see. Astronomers can’t help but notice
them as they look up into the night sky. One group of satellites
makes a good trick at a summer party these are the Iridium
communication network satellites. They have a large shiny dish
aerial which can reflect sunlight down to Earth. Heavens-above
will give the exact time and place where the bright flash can be
seen. This can impress people who don’t know about it.
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Satellites are able to stay in orbit and not fall back to Earth
because their speed is matched to their rate of fall into re-entry.
This can be explained by considering what happens if we stand on
a flat top mountain and throw a cannon ball as hard as we can but
parallel to the ground. Ignoring the deceleration due to friction
with the air the ball will hit the ground a fairly short distance
away due to the pull of Earth’s gravity. The ball might travel for
a second or so before hitting the ground.
If we now fire that ball from a cannon it will travel much faster
but will still fall towards the ground with the same gravitational
acceleration (9.81 m/s²). As the ball is travelling much faster it
will travel a lot further before Earth’s gravity can pull it to the
ground but will still hit the ground after the same time. [See
trajectory ‘A’ in the diagram below.] If we increase the charge in
the cannon, the ball will travel faster and further but will still hit
the ground after the same time [trajectory ‘B’].

The theoretical orbits of a cannon ball
If we now take this further and fire the ball from a hypothetical
cannon that can shoot a projectile at any speed, we could fire the
ball at a sufficiently high speed that its curvature of fall is the
same as the curvature of Earth. Assuming the ball does not hit
any objects on its route it could follow the curvature of Earth and
travel all around the world. This is because as it falls towards the
ground, the ground falls away at the same amount due to the
curvature of Earth [Trajectory ‘C’]. In reality if a projectile is
accelerated to a high enough speed, by a rocket, it can leave Earth
and enter an elliptical orbit as shown in [Trajectory ‘D’]. An
even higher terminal velocity (speed) can allow an object to
escape from the gravity of Earth completely this is used to send
spacecraft to the Moon or the planets [Trajectory ‘E’].
This is the theory that keeps satellites in orbit. The rocket propels
the satellite into space at the correct speed and to an orbital height
that will equal the radius of its rate of fall curve. As there is no
air in space there is no friction to slow the satellite down so it
remains at the same height above the surface of Earth as it travels
through space. This type of orbit is known as the ‘Low Earth
Orbit’ and is usually between 200 and 2000 kilometres above the
surface. The International Space Station is in a ‘Low Earth Orbit’
that varies between 320 and 400 kilometres.
All the satellites that we can see in the night sky are in the ‘Low
Earth Orbit’ zone. In fact most of these are in the lower part of
this zone, higher satellites are too faint to be seen.

MORE ABOUT SATELLITES
All the satellites we can see with the unaided eye or using
binoculars are those in the Low Earth Orbit zone that reaches out
to about 2000 km for the surface of Earth. Some satellites are
placed into orbit outside this zone for scientific and operational
reasons. There are three special zones that are occupied by
satellites that we are familiar with in our everyday life but most
people do not know where they are. These zones are known as the
Semi-Synchronous Orbit, Geostationary Earth Orbit and the
Lagrangian Points.

The Lagrangian points are the five positions in an orbital
configuration where a small object affected only by gravity can
theoretically be stationary relative to two larger objects (such as
a satellite with respect to the Sun and Earth). The Lagrange
points mark positions where the combined gravitational pull of
the two large masses provides precisely the centripetal force
required to keep them suspended in position there.

Diagram showing the five Sun / Earth Lagrangian points

Orbital zones of satellites
A semi-synchronous orbit has an orbital period of 0.5 sidereal
days, i.e., 11 hours 58 min. Relative to the Earth's surface it has
twice this period and hence appears to go around the Earth twice
every day. An example would be the orbits of the satellites in the
Global Positioning System (GPS).
A geosynchronous orbit (sometimes abbreviated GSO) is an orbit
around the Earth with an orbital period of one sidereal day
(approximately 23 hours 56 minutes and 4 seconds) matching the
Earth's sidereal rotation period. A special case of Geosynchronous
Orbit is the Geostationary Orbit. This is a circular geosynchronous
orbit directly above the equator. This geostationary orbit (GEO) is
a circular geosynchronous orbit and has a radius of approximately
42,164km (measured from the centre of the Earth). A satellite in
such an orbit is at an altitude of approximately 35,786km above
mean sea level. It maintains the same position relative to the
Earth's surface.
A satellite in a geostationary orbit appears stationary (always at the
same point in the sky) to ground observers. Communications
satellites such as satellite television relay satellites are normally
placed into geostationary orbits. This is so the receiver antennas
(the dish on our house) that communicate with the satellite do not
have to move but can be pointed permanently at the fixed location
in the sky where the satellite appears.
This orbit is sometimes called a Clarke Orbit, after the early
proposer of this theory, Arthur C. Clarke. Such orbits are useful
for many telecommunications satellites.
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Lagrangian points are created by two massive bodies in circular
orbits around their common centre of mass. There are five
positions in space where a third body, of comparatively
negligible mass, could be placed so as to maintain its position
relative to the two massive bodies. An object placed in any one
of the five Lagrangian points will be held there by gravity and
will rotate with the two massive bodies around their common
centre of gravity in effect suspended in that location.
The L2 point lies on the line defined by the two large masses,
beyond the smaller of the two. Here, the gravitational forces of
the two large masses balance the centrifugal effect on a body at
L2.
The Sun/Earth L2 is a good spot for space-based observatories
because an object around L2 will maintain the same relative
position with respect to the Sun and Earth, shielding and
calibration are much simpler. It is however slightly beyond the
reach of Earth's umbra so solar radiation is not completely
blocked from reaching the satellite by Earth.
The Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe, Herschel Space
Observatory, Planck Space Observatory and Chang'e 2 are
already in orbit around the Sun/Earth L2 Lagrangian point. The
James Webb Space Telescope (replacement for Hubble) will also
be placed at the Sun/Earth L2 Lagrangian point.
SOHO moves around the Sun in step with the Earth by slowly
orbiting around the First Lagrangian Point (L1). Here the
combined gravity of the Earth and Sun keep SOHO in an orbit
locked to the Earth-Sun line. The L1 point is approximately 1.5
million kilometres away from Earth (about four times the
distance of the Moon) in the direction of the Sun. There SOHO
enjoys an uninterrupted view of our daylight star.

OBSERVING THE SUN SAFELY
Summer is bit of a lean time for astronomers with late sunset and
early sunrise. Many astronomers take a break from the night skies
and pursue their other hobbies like decorating the house and
sorting out the garden and all those exciting things that always
need doing around the house but what astronomy can be done in
the summer?
By the end of May it does not get completely dark until well after
10 o’clock. During July and August the sky does not get
completely dark at all. The midnight sky still has a dark blue
appearance compared to the black of a good clear midwinter night.
In the mid summer night sky along the northern horizon is a much
lighter blue even when seen from southern Britain. This does
make any attempt to observe faint deep sky objects like galaxies
and nebulae quite difficult. Despite this there are still things for
the keen ‘never say die’ astronomer to do.
Summer is obviously a good time to observe the Sun especially on
hot and sunny days that we sometimes have in summer. We

Alternatively, telescopes can be fitted with special filters to
enable them to be used to observe the Sun safely. Special solar
filters can be bought for most telescopes or can be made. A
special filter film known as ‘Mylar’ can be bought in A4 sized
sheets and used to manufacture a filter. This type of filter
reflects nearly all the light from the Sun and allows only a tiny
amount through to the observer’s eye.

must however always remember that using optical aids
such as binoculars and telescopes to view the Sun can be
very dangerous if it is not done correctly and carefully.
There are three safe ways to observe the Sun with two being
reasonably cheap to do.
The first method is projection. This can be done with any pair of
binoculars or small telescope. If binoculars are used the first thing
to remember is to cover one of the lenses so that the light entering
that side of the instrument cannot burn any skin or accidentally
damage the observer’s sight. Position the binoculars on a box or
stool so they are propped up to point at the Sun. Place a piece of
card about 200mm behind the eyepiece and adjust the position of
the binoculars until the sunlight passing through the uncovered
side falls on to the card. Adjust the binocular focus until the edge
of the circular image of the Sun is sharp. The contrast of the
image can be improved by fitting a cardboard screen around the
binoculars to shield the card from the bright sunlight.
With a telescope it will probably be necessary to make and attach
a bracket to the telescope to hold the card. This can be done using
thin wooden battens or a wire coat hanger and sticky tape or
elastic bands. If a more serious study of the Sun is to be
conducted something more permanent can be manufactured
similar to the screen shown in the image below.

Sun spots can be seen and recorded in sketches or can be imaged
directly using a camera. Keeping records can be fun and the
passage of the spots across the surface of the Sun can be used to
calculate the rotational speed of the Sun.
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This direct observing method enables the Sun to be seen in much
more detail but can only be used by one person at a time. If Sun
spots are present then the eyepiece can be changed to increase
the magnification for much finer details to be seen. It is even
possible to fix a camera in place of the eyepiece and image the
Sun directly. Film or digital cameras can be used but it is
necessary to fit an infrared filter to remove the infrared light as
this would blur the image. The telescope in the picture opposite
could have the projection screen and eyepiece removed and be
fitted with a special filter and a computer webcam.
The ‘ultimate’ option is to buy one of the Coronado Personal
Solar Telescopes (PST) for about £450. This is a small telescope
designed specifically to observe the Sun. It does not use the
same type of filter as described previously that reduces all the
wavelengths of light. The PST has a very special filter that only
allows a very narrow wavelength of light through. The
wavelength it does allow through is the light emitted by the very
hot Hydrogen gas on the surface of the Sun. This allows much
of the solar activity to be seen in breathtaking detail.
Prominences or ‘Solar Flares’ can even be seen looking like
flames erupting from the edge of the Sun.

A Coronado Personal Solar Telescope (PST)

VENUS TRANSITS THE SUN ON 6th JUNE
One of the most interesting events in the astronomer’s calendar
this year will occur on the morning of the 6th of June. This will be
the transit of Venus. A transit occurs when a smaller object passes
in front of a larger object. In this case Venus passing in front of
the Sun.
A transit in astronomy occurs when one (smaller) object passes in
front of another (larger) object. A planetary transit occurs when
one of the two planets orbiting the Sun, inside the orbit of Earth
(inferior planets), appears to pass in front of the Sun. Mercury
and Venus are the only two of the seven other planets that can
appear to pass between Earth and the Sun to produce a transit.
The outer (superior planets) cannot pass in front of the Sun when
viewed from Earth to produce a transit.
Transits of Mercury occur every 18 years, when there is a pair of
transits separated by about 3½ years. The last transit of Mercury
was on May 7th 2003 and the second of the pair was on 8th
November 2006. Transits of Venus are a much less common event
and only occur as a pair, on average, every 130 years with the pair
separated by about 8½ years. The last pair of Venus transits
occurred in 1874 and 1882. The last of the previous pair of
transits of Venus was on December 16th 1882 which means that
there is no one alive today who has seen a pair of Venus transits.

Photo of the last transit in 1882
The first of this Venus transits started at 6:24 in the morning of 8th
June 2004 and ended at about 12:30 lunch time. The second of
this pair of Venus transits will be on 6th June 2012 but only the end
of this transit will be visible from Britain as the Sun rises. As
Venus is bigger and closer to us, it appeared much bigger than
Mercury actually about four times the size. It is a much rarer
event and a more important and interesting. Venus has a thick
atmosphere so this will allow astronomers to carry out experiments
to gain data about the atmosphere during the transit.
Historically, transits were very important events. Until the middle
of the 20th century a transit was the only way to verify the actual
distance from Earth to the Sun (known as the Astronomical Unit
AU). Even this was very difficult before the development of
accurate clocks. Scientist travelled all over the world to gain the
widest possible dispersion of observing sites to improve the
accuracy of the calculation. Until the transits of 1874 and 1882 the
distance to the Sun was most accurately calculated to be between
100 and 154 million kilometres. After 1874 and 1882 it was
recalculated to be 149.59 million kilometres. The actual distance
(now measured using radar) is 149,597,870.66 kilometres making
the error from the last transit only 0.005%.
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Venus actually passes or overtakes Earth on their obits around
the Sun approximately every 19 months. Therefore it would be
expected that there should be a transit every 19 months. This
however is not the case because the orbital plane of Venus is
tilted by about 3 degrees to the orbital plane of Earth. Therefore
in most passes Venus appears to pass above or below the Sun. In
fact Venus only crosses the disc of the Sun twice in every 130
passes. Transits only occur where the orbital planes intersect,
this happens in pairs 8½ years apart at internals of about 130
years.
The Venus transit in June 2004 was observed in its entirety from
the UK under a glorious clear sunny sky. The transit began just
before 7 o’clock in the morning and finished at midday.
Unfortunately this next transit will not be anywhere near as
favourable to us in the UK as it was for the 2004 event. The UK
will just be able to catch the very end of the transit. As the Sun
rises over the eastern horizon at about 04:45 the silhouette of
Venus will be approaching the edge of the Sun towards the end
of the transit. Those early rises who wish to see the event must
take all the same precautions as for observing the Sun.
In June 2004 members of the Newbury Amateur Astronomical
Society who work at AWE Aldermaston took pictures of the
transit and published them on the AWE website. Local schools
and members of the public were invited to log on to the AWE
company website to view the progress of the transit safely. The
pictures were on the site for a few weeks for people to view
them. Some of the pictures are reproduced below.
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If we miss this event in June 2012 due to clouds we might look
forward to the next pair of transits of Venus in December 2117
and December 2125.

THE SOLAR SYSTEM THIS MONTH
st

MERCURY rises at 04:50 on 1 May, 04:45 on 15th and 04:45 on
30th May. It will be very low in the east just before sunrise during
this month. It will very close to the Sun and will not be far above
the horizon so will be difficult to see. Mercury will be in superior
conjunction with the Sun on 27th May. DO NOT SEARCH FOR
MERCURY WHILE THE SUN IS VISIBLE IN THE SKY.
VENUS rises over the eastern horizon at about 06:37 on 1st May,
06:11 on 15th and 05:30 on 30th and will be observable in the south
west at sunset this month. It will be very bright at magnitude -4.7
and high in the south western sky. Seen through a telescope its
waning phase will be changing from a ‘full crescent’ shown in the
image below to a thin crescent at the end of the month. Although
the phase will be getting narrower the brightness will remain about
the same. This is because Venus is approaching us on Earth and
therefore appears to be getting bigger. Through the month it will
increase in size from 35arc-seconds to 54 arc-seconds. See the
special article on page 7.

URANUS will not be observable this month.
NEPTUNE will not be observable this month.

THE SUN
The Sun has been quite active over the past few weeks with many
sun spots and spectacular prominences.

Spectacular Sun spots imaged on 14th April by Steve Harris

Venus imaged by Steve Harris on 15th April 2012
MARS rises at 13:30 on 1st May, 13:15 on 15th and 12:50 on 30th.
It is starting to noticeably draw away from us and will be only 8.0
arc-seconds in diameter by the end of the month. It is starting to
look quite small even in a larger telescope. Mars is observable all
night in the constellation of Leo.

There will be a very special event this year at sunrise on the 6th of
June and it will be a really interesting time to observe the Sun
because the planet Venus will be silhouetted against the surface of
the Sun in a ‘Transit’. Unfortunately we in the UK will just catch
the end of the transit at sunrise unlike the transit in 2004 when we
were able to watch the whole event. See Page 7.

THE MOON THIS MONTH
When the Moon rises over the eastern horizon at about 20:30 on
Saturday 5th May it will appear to be a large as it can possibly be.
See Page 1 for details.

JUPITER rises at 05:40 on 1st May, 05:10 on 15th and 04:30 on
30th. It will be low the south west at sunset and will disappear over
the western horizon by about 20:30. Jupiter is now well past and
will be almost impossible to see in the twilight.
SATURN rises at 18:10 on 1st May, 17:20 on 15th and 16:40 on
30th so it will be observable as soon as it is dark in the south east
close to the bright star Spica in the constellation of Virgo. It now
reaches a high enough altitude for observing by the time it is dark
enough to begin observing.

ETA AQUARID METEOR SHOWER
There will be a minor meteor shower at the beginning of the
month but not many meteors are likely to be seen. The radiant is
located in the constellation of Aquarius close to the star Sadal
Melik. For observers to have any chance of seeing one of these
elusive meteors they will need to be looking towards the south
east before dawn on the days around the 5th May.

Saturn imaged by Steve Harris on 12th April 2012
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THE NIGHT SKY THIS MONTH

The chart above shows the night sky as it appears on 15 th May at 9 o’clock in the evening British Summer Time (BST). As the
Earth orbits the Sun and we look out into space each night the stars will appear to have moved across the sky by a small amount.
Every month Earth moves one twelfth of its circuit around the Sun, this amounts to 30 degrees each month. There are about 30
days in each month so each night the stars appear to move about 1 degree. The sky will therefore appear the same as shown on the
chart above at 10 o’clock BST at the beginning of the month and at 8 o’clock BST at the end of the month. The stars also appear
to move 15º (360º divided by 24) each hour from east to west, due to the Earth rotating once every 24 hours,
The centre of the chart will be the position in the sky directly overhead, called the Zenith. First we need to find some familiar
objects so we can get our bearings. The Pole Star Polaris can be easily found by first finding the familiar shape of the Great Bear
‘Ursa Major’ that is also sometimes called the Plough or even the Big Dipper by the Americans. Ursa Major is visible throughout
the year from Britain and is always quite easy to find. This month it is directly overhead. Look for the distinctive saucepan shape,
four stars forming the bowl and three stars forming the handle. Follow an imaginary line, up from the two stars in the bowl
furthest from the handle. These will point the way to Polaris which will be to the north of overhead at about 50º above the
northern horizon. Polaris is the only moderately bright star in a fairly empty patch of sky. When you have found Polaris turn
completely around and you will be facing south. To use this chart, position yourself looking south and hold the chart above your
eyes.
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